With the rapid growth of the World Wide Web, clients attempting to access some popular web sites are experiencing slow response times due to server load and network congestion. Replacing the single server machine with a set of replicated servers is a cost-effective solution to partition server load which also allows incremental scalability and fault transparency. Distributing these replicated servers geographically can reduce network congestion and increase availability. However, distributed web sites are faced with the issue of allocating servers: how do clients find out about the replicas and how do they decide which one to contact? Popular web sites have well publicized server names and require a transparent mapping of the public server name to replicated servers.
Introduction
The rapid growth of the World Wide Web has led to a steady increase of client requests to many popular web sites. Both overloaded servers and network congestion contribute to slow response times of such sites. It may not be cost-effective to upgrade the server machine with a more powerful one, especially when incremental scalability is desired. Instead, most sites opt to replace the single server with a cluster of replicated servers [15, 16] . Although this may solve the problem of overloaded servers, it does not address network congestion. In addition, increasing the network capacity may not be cost-effective when incremental scalability is desired. Instead, some sites choose to geographically distribute the replicated servers-this approach has become popular with software archives (e.g. [20] ) which have mirror sites, typically on several continents. Such a distributed architecture may result in increased availability of the service in times of network congestion and partial unavailability, and it may increase performance by taking advantage of "proximity" between clients and servers.
Currently, distributed web sites require the user to manually select a server out of a list of replicas. For example, there exist over 70 mirror sites distributed all over the world from which users can download Netscape browsers [17] ; the decision as to which one to use is left to the user however. Designing a transparent allocation strategy for a distributed web site which does not sacrifice any of its benefits is a challenging task. A successful solution must meet several requirements: ¢ Transparent Name Resolving: Popular web sites have well publicized server names and require a transparent mapping to replicated servers. 
¢
Load Balancing: Service providers should be able to effectively control the utilization of individual servers.
Dynamic Changes in Server Pool: Addition, removal, and migration of servers should be supported, and changes should be reflected as quickly as possible.
Fault Transparency: Unresponsive machines should be detected and requests transparently redirected to other replicas. Also, previously unresponsible machines which become available again should be incorporated quickly.
Geographic Distribution: Network delays between a client and individual servers of a distributed service might differ significantly. Server allocation should take advantage of this while still accommodating dynamic changes in network performance and server load.
Legacy Code and Standards: It should not require any changes to existing client or server code and should conform to existing standards.
A comprehensive solution for allocation of distributed web servers must address all these factors. We are not aware of any system which achieves this. In this paper, we present a system called WebSeAl which addresses these issues.
The research leading to our system is based on theoretical work where provable methods for controlling network load using pricing mechanisms were developed. It was shown that even with noncooperative clients (in a fully distributed, and therefore scalable fashion), the network load can be controlled effectively. The work presented in this paper applies these techniques to provide scalable and controllable load balancing for distributed web servers.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of related work. Section 3 discusses WebSeAl's architecture and describes how clients strive to minimize delays. Section 4 shows how load balancing can be achieved by introducing cost functions. Experimental results showing WebSeAl's performance are presented in Section 5, and Section 6 provides concluding remarks.
Related Work
The HTTP redirect [1] approach uses the HTTP return code URL Redirection [2] to perform load balancing. A busy server returns the address of another server instead of the actual response, asking the client to resubmit its request to that server. This creates additional network traffic and increased latency. Every request is initially addressed to the publicly known server which creates a single point of failure and the potential for a bottleneck due to servicing redirects.
Domain Name Server (DNS) based approaches [3, 10, 5] perform load balancing at the name resolution level. The name server at the server side is modified to respond to translation requests with the IP numbers of different hosts in a Round-Robin fashion. This results in partitioning client requests among the replicated hosts. The main disadvantage of this approach is that intermediate name servers and clients cache name-to-IP mappings which can result in significant load imbalance.
Server side approaches [7, 5] use a server side routing module which redirects all incoming requests to a set of clustered hosts based on load characteristics. This is achieved at the IP layer-i.e., the routing module modifies all IP packets before forwarding them to individual hosts. An alternate server side solution which avoids modifying IP packets is presented in [6] . These approaches have the drawback that the routing module represents a single point of failure, and therefore can result in a bottleneck since all requests pass through it. In addition, server side approaches work well only for clustered servers.
Perhaps most closely related to WebSeAl is the work presented in [21] . It uses a modified web browser to perform routing decisions at the client side. The browser downloads an applet which the service provider needs to implement to realize service specific routing. This approach creates increased network traffic due to applet transmission and potential control messages between the applet and the servers.
WebSeAl Architecture
A distributed web site ( fig. 1) consists of a set of servers
, each with its own IP number ¤ ¦ ¦ ¦
. One of these servers is known to the standard DNS system by the logical address of the original single server. We assume that the service content is replicated and that each server knows about the IP numbers of all individual servers comprising the distributed service. This might be achieved through mirroring or with a distributed file system [8, 18] . Except for the bootstrapping phase, all replicas are treated equally, and as long as any one replica is responsive, clients will be able to access the service. ¢ collects dynamic performance data (e.g. network conditions, server load, and other site specific information); ¢ makes routing decisions based on this information; ¢ forwards the request to the selected server, receives the response, and delivers it to the client; ¢ transparently redirects the request to an alternate server if the selected server is not responsive.
A server agent module located on each server host provides address information to the client agent. It also communicates other site specific information which might be used to control access to the server pool, to support charging for services, and so forth, as will be discussed in Section 4.
In the remainder of this section, we will first discuss WebSeAl's routing strategies, then present how logical names of distributed web sites are resolved, and conclude with implementation specific issues.
Routing Strategies
The combination of the stateless nature of HTTP and the fact that many web pages contain several images and frames result in the generation of several requests to retrieve a single web page. WebSeAl client agents measure the total response time for each such request. The total response time measured is the complete end-to-end delay which includes connection establishment, network delay, and server time. WebSeAl client agents strive to minimize this total delay.
Each client agent makes routing decisions based on the average response time of each server. These averages are estimated using the measured response times for the most recent requests. The updated routing strategy is used to direct the next requests to the appropriate servers in the pool. Alternatively, the client agent could estimate the average response times by sending occasional probes at the cost of increased network traffic. One of the main design goals of WebSeAl is to avoid control traffic, so we decided against this approach.
One possible routing strategy client agents could employ is to always contact the most responsive server. Routing all requests to a single server, however, will fail to collect new performance data for the slower servers. Instead, we use probabilistic routing to ensure that client agents collect new performance data for all servers. More specifically, if 
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distribution. This will favor fast machines while still using slower ones. However, the overall performance might suffer due to possibly long delays from slow servers. By raising , more requests will be routed to the most responsive servers.
1 Very high routing probabilities for the fastest servers will cause very infrequent usage of slower ones, which in turn will decrease the potential to quickly detect improved servers. WebSeAl imposes a minimum threshold to circumvent this.
In our current implementation, we base routing decisions only on the most recent measurements. We are considering several alternate strategies two of which are: ¢ Weighted Average: When calculating the performance estimate of a replica, more recent data should impact the overall performance more than older data, and the estimates should be updated more frequently.
¢
Time-of-Day: Network conditions and server usage vary with the time-of-day or the day of the week [4, 9] , and this information should be considered in the routing strategy.
WebSeAl allows different clients to use different routing strategies. We plan to experiment with various strategies and to investigate how each one and various combinations perform in different settings. Our goal is to realize a set of routing strategies and to adapt dynamically to changing conditions.
Name Resolution
A server is identified by a logical address in the form of a hostname. When a client attempts to contact a server, the DNS system transparently resolves the hostname to an IP number, which is successively used to establish the connection. To contact a distributed server in a transparent fashion, a one-to-many mapping from the hostname to one of the IP numbers of the replicated machines is needed. WebSeAl pushes this name resolving functionality onto the client agents.
Client agents maintain a cache of logical hostnames and corresponding IP numbers to perform the mapping using address information provided by server agents. When a client agent attempts to access a distributed server for which it does not have a mapping cached, it uses standard 1 As D approaches infinity, all requests will be routed to the most responsive machines.
DNS name resolving and contacts the server agent at that logical address. The server agent uses the local web server to generate the response and includes the addresses of the individual server agents in the response. The client agent extracts the addresses from the response and creates an entry in its cache. Future requests to this distributed server use this information to perform a one-to-many mapping from the logical address to the individual hosts. The standard DNS system is used only for bootstrapping-once a mapping for a logical address is cached, the DNS system is not needed to access any of the replicas.
Client agents need to retrieve the addresses of the server agents only to create an initial entry or to refresh their cache if the address list has changed in any way. To avoid unnecessary transmission of address information, client agents include a timestamp in their requests which indicates the state of the currently cached mapping for the given distributed server. Upon receipt of a request, each server agent inspects this timestamp and includes the addresses in the response only if more up-to-date address information is available. This is very similar in nature to the If-modified-since header [2] , which is used to avoid retrieving cached files which have not been modified since a certain date.
HTTP allows application specific header fields and requires that all intermediaries such as proxies or gateways conforming to HTTP ignore these and forward them unchanged. We utilize this to "piggyback" timestamps and addresses in HTTP messages. WebSeAl introduces two new message headers: Replica-Date and Replica-Addresses. Client agents use the first header to tell server agents the status of their cached addresses for the distributed server at hand. Servers use both headers to return a list of addresses and the timestamp at which this information was updated.
Mapping a logical hostname to a set of IP numbers shares many similarities with DNS based and server side approaches described in the previous section. Notice that these approaches require that the servers on all replicated hosts accept connections at the same port. Also, the directory structure must be identical on each host. WebSeAl's architecture relaxes these restrictions. The mapping from hostname to IP numbers can be easily extended to a mapping from hostname and port to IP number and port to accommodate usage of different port numbers. This requires that the address information included in re-sponses be extended to contain port numbers as well as hostnames. Path offsets can be accommodated similarly. For example, www.yahoo.com:80/ can be mapped to www.cs.nyu.edu:8888/yahoo/. On the first host, the server is accepting connections at port 80 and the directory structure is rooted at /. On the second host, the server accepts connections at port 8888 and the root directory is at /yahoo/. Many mirror sites use different root directories and require a relative path offset.
Implementation Issues
WebSeAl requires a server agent module at the server side ( fig. 2 ). This functionality could be added to existing web servers quite easily and should impose only little computational overhead. However, to create a usable system without having to modify existing servers, WebSeAl provides a stand-alone Java application which implements the server agent functionality. It intercepts every incoming request, forwards it to the local web server, accepts the response, adds the address information to the response as needed, and forwards it to the client agent. The client agent module is somewhat more complex, but it should be fairly straightforward to extend existing web browsers to support this functionality. Similar to the server agent, WebSeAl provides a stand-alone Java application which realizes the client side functionality in order to provide a usable system without having to modify existing clients. We utilize the fact that virtually all browsers support proxies to intercept requests. When the client agent is started up, it creates a server socket which accepts HTTP requests, very much like a proxy does. By configuring the browser to use the "proxy" (i.e., WebSeAl client agent), the client agent effectively intercepts each request.
Proxies are generally used to allow Internet access through firewalls and perform caching of web documents. WebSeAl's client agent can accommodate proxies in two ways. First, a client agent can be located between one or more clients and a proxy. Since name resolution is performed at the client agent, the proxy will treat identical documents from different replicas of the same distributed server as different documents and create redundant copies in its cache. Alternatively, the client agent can be located "behind" the proxy. This configuration avoids the problem of redundant copies in the proxy cache. Also, only one address cache and a single set of statistical data is maintained for a number of users, resulting in more up-to-date address caches and more accurate estimates. Both WebSeAl's server and client agent functionality should ideally be included in web servers and browser or proxies. We provide client and server agents to enable service providers and users to take advantage of this technology without the need to modify existing systems. Independent of whether agents are used or existing systems are modified, for a system like WebSeAl to gain wide acceptance it needs to be backward compatible with regard to clients and servers lacking this functionality. WebSeAl is backward compatible and supports gradual infiltration: ¢ WebSeAl Client and Standard Server: A standard HTTP server is required to ignore the timestamp header in a request from a WebSeAl client agent and will service the request as usual. The lack of address information in the response indicates to the client agent that it is dealing with a standard server. It can react to this, for example, by infrequently including the timestamp in its future requests in order to update its cache in case this site is upgraded.
¢

Standard Client and WebSeAl Server:
A request received by a server agent will not contain a timestamp header if the client lacks WebSeAl functionality. The server can react to this in several ways; two possibilities are: (1) it services the request in a standard manner without including any address information in its response; (2) it routes the request on behalf of the the client to individual servers.
Management of the Server Pool
WebSeAl client agents are noncooperative in the sense that they make their routing decisions independently from each other, striving to optimize their individual performance. While each client can implement a routing strategy of its choice, in the current design client agents route requests to servers with minimal average response time. The operating point of the system-i.e., the load distribution over the server pool-is therefore solely the result of the interaction among the various distributed client agents and cannot be controlled by the service provider. In this section, we will discuss strategies that can be used at the server side to control the operating point of the system while the client agents make their routing decisions in a noncooperative manner.
The service provider aims at distributing the load currently offered to the server pool in a way that is deemed efficient from the system's point of view. The provider, for instance, might desire an operating point that minimizes the overall average response time of the server pool. In other cases, the provider might want to discourage usage of certain machines-even if they are the most responsive ones-in order to perform other site specific tasks. Therefore, a mechanism is needed to make the distributed client agents implement routing strategies which lead to an operating point that coincides with the desired one.
The problem of managing the behavior of systems where control is distributed and noncooperative is a fundamental one. The interaction among the various distributed controllers (client agents in WebSeAl) can be modeled as a game, and Game Theory provides the systematic framework to study and analyze the behavior of such systemsfor an overview of game theoretic aspects in computer networking see [11] and references therein. The operating points of the system are the Nash equilibria of the underlying control game. Noncooperative equilibria are inherently inefficient: while each controller strives to optimize its individual performance, the overall behavior of the system is, generically, suboptimal.
WebSeAl uses a pricing mechanism to provide incentives to the noncooperative client agents to implement routing strategies that lead to the desired load distribution over the server pool. The methodology is motivated by recent analytical studies in the area of networking which have shown that a network/service provider can enforce any desired operating point by means of appropriate pricing strategies [13, 14] . The key idea in WebSeAl's pricing mechanism is that there is a service cost associated with obtaining service from each server in the pool. Client agents are now making their routing decisions based not only on performance statistics, but also on service cost information for each server. The main assumption behind this mechanism is that the client agents are indeed "sensitive" to service costs. This behavior is expected in private Intranets where client agents and the pricing mechanism are part of the same management system. For external client agents accessing the web site, this behavior can be enforced by actual usage-based service charges (for commercial web sites), or by means of limited electronic budget allocated to each client-an architecture developed according to these ideas is proposed in [12] . When client agents are sensitive to service costs, the service provider can control not only the load distribution over the available servers, but also the total offered load itself.
To support pricing functionalities in WebSeAl, each distributed web site is equipped with a pricing manager module. Based on the targeted operating point, the price manager determines the service costs to access each server and communicates it to the corresponding agent. The server agent provides pricing information about the server to the client agents that receive service from it. In the remainder of this section, we will first discuss the pricing strategies in the current design of WebSeAl and then address some implementation issues.
Pricing Strategies
The goal of the pricing mechanism in WebSeAl is twofold: ¢ Avoidance of congestion (overload conditions) at various servers.
¢
Load balancing-that is, distribution of the total load offered to the web site among the available servers in a way that is deemed efficient by the provider.
The pricing strategies in the current version of WebSeAl are based on analytical results in [14] . That study considers a system of general network resources accessed by a number of noncooperative clients. Each resource is characterized by its "capacity," that is, the maximum load that can be accommodated by the resource. Congestion pricing is proposed as a means for avoiding overload conditions: the service cost per size unit (i.e., the price) of each resource is proportional to the congestion level at the resource that depends on the total load offered to it by the clients. More specifically, the price of each resource is given by the congestion function associated with the resource multiplied by a weight factor. These weights determine the relative sensitivity of the clients to the congestion level at the various resources and will be referred to as the discount factors. Load balancing can be achieved by appropriate choice of these discount factors. This pricing strategy is shown to allow the provider to enforce any desired operating point while the clients make their routing decisions noncooperatively.
Along the lines of these analytical results, the pricing strategy in the current design of WebSeAl is based on determining a discount factor for each server in the pool, which determines the relative sensitivity of the client agents to the responsiveness of the server. 2 In particular, the performance metric considered by each client agent in making its routing decisions is the average response time of each server multiplied by the corresponding discount factor. Therefore, if 
Implementation Issues
The server discount factors are determined by the pricing manager based on the operating point that the provider wants to enforce. One way to determine these factors is to map the parameters of the model considered in [14] to the characteristics of WebSeAl and apply the corresponding analytical results, expecting to achieve a good approximation of the desired operating point. Instead, we chose to use an adaptive algorithm, also proposed in [14] , which does not depend on the details of the underlying analytical model. The algorithm updates the discount factors iteratively, based on the "distance" of the current operating point from the desired one. If
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denotes the desired load at server % and T V " P X W R the actual load offered to the server during the W -th iteration, 2 Note that the discount factor of each server is the same for all clients. then its discount factor G H " is updated using the following:
where w " y x B
is a constant that determines the rate of change in the discount factor of server % . The idea behind this iterative scheme is that, if the server is currently receiving less load than the desired one, its discount factor should be decreased. This decreases the clients' sensitivity to the congestion level at the server, thus encouraging them to direct more of their requests to it. Similarly, if the server receives more load than the desired one, its discount factor is increased. Under a set of general assumptions guaranteeing that the client population as a total reacts "rationally" to price changes, this iterative scheme was shown in [14] to drive the system to the desired operating point.
In the current implementation of WebSeAl, server load is expressed in requests per unit of time. Considering HTTP requests, we expect that each client generates a large number of requests, each of small to moderate size. Therefore, this is a satisfactory approximation. A more precise load metric would consider the actual size of each request and will be incorporated in future implementations.
The pricing manager periodically collects information about the load offered to each server by contacting the corresponding server agent, updates the discount factors according to iteration 3 and communicates them to the server agents. Each agent receives only the update of its associated server and is responsible for advertising it to the client agents. This is achieved by piggybacking the discount factor of the server to HTTP messages that contain the responses to the clients' requests.
Iteration 3 indicates that the discount factor of each server is determined using only local information, namely, the difference between the load currently offered to it and the targeted one. Therefore, the adaptive algorithm is well suited for distributed implementation: if the server agent is cognizant of the desired load at the server (T
U "
in eq. 3), then it can update the discount factor of the server without contacting the pricing manager. Note, however, that the target load (in requests per time unit) typically depends on the total load offered to the web site, information that is only available to the pricing manager. If the total offered load is not expected to change dramatically, the pricing manager can inform the server agents about their target load less frequently. Then, each server agent can use itera-tion 3 to update the server's discount factor on a faster time scale.
Experiments
In this section, we will present initial performance results. For the first three tests, we used ten mirror sites of a popular software archive which repeatedly appears in [19] as one of the most accessed web sites. These tests were conducted under real world conditions, using standard machines, networks, and software. The ten servers were located on six continents: two each in North America, South America, Europe, and Asia, and one each in Africa and Australia. The client was running at New York University. Geographically, the closest server to the client was located in Massachusetts, the second closest in California.
The client running five threads generated 1000 requests for a file of length 4253 bytes. All requests were addressed to a single logical address. A local client agent intercepted each request and provided transparent access to a distributed web site. Since we experimented with existing web sites not running WebSeAl's server agent, we added the server addresses manually into the cache of the client.
For the first experiment, we ran two tests: one using WebSeAl's client agent and one contacting the closest server directly. Using the client agent, the total response time for 1000 requests was 291.6 s. The response time we measured is the end-to-end delay which includes connection establishment, network delay, and server time. 95.4% of the requests were serviced by the closest server. The total response time for contacting the closest server directly was 266.9 s. This translates to an overhead of 9.2%. The fact that the WebSeAl client agent sent the vast majority of the requests to the closest server indicates that this server was delivering the best performance. Besides the computational and communication overhead of the client agent, an important factor contributing to this overhead is that 4.6% of the requests were routed to slower servers to update performance data for these machines. As mentioned before, this could be avoided by occasionally sending probes at the cost of generating additional traffic.
In our second experiment, we used the same setup as before, but ran the experiment at a different time of the day. This time, only 3.9% of the requests were serviced by the closest site. The total response time was 761.4 s as opposed to 1295.3 s when contacting the closest host directly-an improvement of 41.2%. These two experiments indicate that WebSeAl can deliver significant performance gains while imposing only little overhead, compared to the scenario when the user is able to always pick the fastest machine.
The third experiment investigates how WebSeAl client agents adapt to the dynamic performance changes of individual servers. As with the previous two experiments, the client, using a local client agent, generated 1000 requests to a logical address. After 300 requests, we started downloading several large files from the fastest site, which happened to be the geographically closest one, thus generating additional load at that server. This traffic was discontinued after another 300 requests. Of the first 300 requests, 93.3% were serviced by the closest server. This percentage sank to 11.6% for the next 300 requests, and went up again to 93.2% for the last 400 requests. The second closest server received initially 2.0% of the requests, which increased to 69.3% when the performance of the closest server started to degrade. This indicates that WebSeAl adapts well to performance changes in the server pool ( fig. 3 ). For our last experiment, we used several identical machines in a controlled environment to show how WebSeAl reacts to changes in the server pool. On each of four machines, we started a WebSeAl server agent and a standard web server. We first used three servers, added another one after about 300 requests, and removed one of the original three servers after another 400 requests 3 . Since we used identical machines, it can be expected that the two fully available machines would each get 300 requests, the other two each 200 requests. The actual distribution was 295 and 286 requests for the first two machines, and 225 and 194 requests for the other two. This illustrates that WebSeAl quickly and effectively accommodates changes in the server pool.
Conclusions
WebSeAl is a novel architecture for managing resources of web sites consisting of a pool of replicated servers. Unlike most existing proposals, in WebSeAl it is the responsibility of the clients to route their requests to individual servers. This architecture scales well with the number of users, delivers flexible quality of service, and provides fault masking.
We proposed routing strategies for directing client requests to the most responsive servers. Unlike server side approaches, routing decisions are based not only on server load, but also on network traffic conditions. We also discussed strategies that can be used at the server side to induce efficient allocation of resources (load balancing) while clients make their routing decisions in a noncooperative manner. Motivated by recent studies on game-theoretic aspects of networking, we proposed a pricing mechanism that provides incentives to the clients to route their requests in a way that is deemed efficient by the service provider.
A prototype system based on this architecture has been implemented and its functionality has been validated through a series of experiments. These results indicate that WebSeAl can deliver significant performance gains while imposing minimal overhead.
